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FOREWORD:
THE LAW AND SOUTHERN LITERATURE

William H. Page* and Richard H. WeisbergTT
This issue of the Law Review reports a major portion of the
proceedings of a symposium on "The Law and Southern Literature"
that was held in Jackson, Mississippi, in the Fall of 1983. The
remainder of the proceedings will appear in the Review's next
issue. The symposium was sponsored by Mississippi College
School of Law and by the Law and Humanities Institute with funding from the Mississippi Committee for the Humanities. While
the organizers conceived of it primarily as a response to the growing interest among legal and literary scholars in the intersections
of their fields, the symposium brought together not only specialists,
but a surprising number of practitioners, judges, and interested
laymen. We hope, by the publication of these proceedings, to bring
the insights of the symposium to a still larger scholarly community.
It has been possible for some years to speak of "Law and
Literature" as a separate field of professional study.' Scholars in
the field explore the insights that novelists, dramatists, and critics
bring to the most basic concerns of lawyers: Language, justice,
morality and human motivation. Since 1979, with the founding
of the Law and Humanities Institute,' work in the field has been
focused in three areas. The first and best established of these areas
is the traditional criticism of literary works that deal with lawyers,
courts, and legal doctrine. Second, but of growing importance,
is the study of values and human rights from literary perspectives; the Law and Humanities Institute's first symposium in 1982
on "Terror in the Modern Age," was an expression of this branch
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of the field.' Finally, scholars in law and literature have sought
to enrich the interpretation of.legal language through the techniques of literary criticism.
The 1983 Symposium reflected all three of these strands in Law
and Literature. A major portion of the symposium, of course,
focused on the dominating figure of William Faulkner, whose
work had been strangely neglected in the field.' In a panel on
Faulkner's depictions of lawyers, Susan Snell presented original
research into the complex, decades-long relationship between
Faulkner and Phil Stone, a prominent Mississippi lawyer. Richard
Weisberg explored Faulkner's use of the figure of the lawyer,
Gavin Stevens, in the late, underpraised novel, The Town. In
another Faulkner panel, Noel Polk applied a Freudian perspective to Faulkner's use of legal themes in Sanctuary, and Morris
Wolff dealt with the author's uses of Mississippi statutory and case
law in the Snopes trilogy.
In addition to these two panels, the conference heard speeches
by two distinguished admirers of Faulkner's work, Professor
Joseph Blotner, author of the standard biography of the novelist,
and Judge E. Grady Jolly of the United States Court of Appeals
for the Fifth Circuit.
The concern of Law and Literature with values was taken up
on the panel on race and the law in Southern Literature. Thadious
Davis presented a study of legal and racial codes in Go Down,
Moses, while Henry L. Gates discussed the effect on the slaves'
literary imagination of laws prohibiting black literacy.
A fourth panel dealt with the relationship between legal and
literary interpretation. The principal speakers, James Boyd White
and Stanley B. Fish, addressed aspects of this relationship from
differing perspectives. Professor Fish contrasted the two approaches by perceiving a need (in legal interpretation) to simplify
for the explicit purpose of dispute resolution. Poetry and literary
theory yield only the drive to complexity, although, for Professor
Fish, both interpretive communities follow the same patterns of
contextually controlled discourse. Professor White, on the other
hand, perceives legal discourse (at least at its best) as a poeticization, in the form of a rendering complex, of the cultural potential
within the legal utterance. For Professor Fish, it might have ap-
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peared, poetry should aspire to law; for Professor White the
reverse.
Although the conference touched on a wide range of issues,
a remarkable sense of unity emerges from these papers, in part
because of the perceptive commentary provided by Robert
Ferguson, Thomas McHaney, Aviam Soifer, and Richard
Weisberg. Participants left the conference with a deepened
understanding of southern law, literature and culture. We hope
the publication of these proceedings will encourage further work
in this fruitful field.

